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+K cos x[1 + ε cos(ω2t) cos(ω3t)]
∑
n



























+ ω2p2 + ω3p3 +K cos x1[1 + ε cos x2 cos x3]
∑
n
δ(t− n) , j#%pm
q|JKD#QD
p = (p1, p2, p3)
ZYOHJDRLNE(LbD#B]HﬀvXL ^,E(BTvX]STHﬀD,gHﬀE


















































+K cos x1 cos x2 cos x3
∑
n
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p1n+1 = p1n +K sin θ1n(1 + ε cos x2n cosx3n) ,
p2n+1 = p2n +Kε cos x1n sin x2n cos x3n ,
p3n+1 = p3n +Kε cos x1n cos x2n sin x3n ,
jﬁﬀpm
x1n+1 = x1n + p1n+1 ,
x2n+1 = x2n + ω2 ,


























x2n+1 = x2n + ω2p2 ,





p2n+1 = p20 +Kε
n∑
j=1
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〈cos x1j cos x1m〉x10 × 〈sin(x20 + ω2j) sin(x20 + ω2m)〉x20×




JKDc^,E(QﬀQﬀD#W*S/HﬀZYE(B¤GvXB^#HZ%ETB 〈cos x1j cos x1m〉x10
gKD,^#QDiS(OﬀD,OﬂD&u
E(BKD#B]HﬀZ%STW\W\d£ZYB |j − m| 'STOZ\B¤HﬀJKDR^iS(OD















D11 ≈ (K2/2)(1 + ε2/4) ,
jﬁ)pm
D22 ≈ K2ε2/8 ,
jﬁ%pm
D33 ≈ K2ε2/8 ,
j0m
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